Introduction
This survey is mainly devoted to the problems related to the evaluation, estimation, and approximation of functions (or some functionals of them) which can be observed (measured) at a nite number of supporting points located on some (usually two-dimensional) surface.
Two cases can be distinguished. In the rst one a function can be observed only once at every supporting point. Statistical geology provides the most typical examples for this case. In the second case observations (or measurements) can be done during some time interval. This type of experiment is mainly found in meteorology and environmetrics.
Both cases are considered in the paper with the main emphasis on the problem of optimal location of the supporting points (i.e., the points where observations have to be made). Inspite of the long history of the development of this problem the available results are rather sparse and are not systemized.
Nevertheless, it has to be pointed out that the following publications contributed a lot to the clari cation of the theory: Cambanis (1985) , Dalenius et al. (1961) , Gribik et al. (1976) , Katkovnik (1985) , Mat ern (1986), Ripley (1983) , Sacks and Ylvisaker (1966) , Thiebaux and Peddler (1987) , Ylvisaker (1987) . Among more applied work the following can be listed: Gandin et al. (1968) , Kumar and Seinfeld (1978) , Megreditchan (1979 Megreditchan ( , 1985 , Munn (1981) . Of course, the choice of the cited publications is a subjective and small sample. In the subsequent sections the reader will nd more extensive references. 
Most informative subsets
Let the n points X n = fx 1 ; : : : ; x n g be xed. Let us further assume that it is planned to make observations exactly at l points X l = fx 1 ; : : :; x l g X n . We have the problem to choose a subset X l X n that provides the \best evaluation" of y(x) over all x 2 X n . Similarly to the traditional experimental design theory, X l will be called the \design (of experiment)".
It is clear that the estimatorŷ given in (1) ful lsŷ(x) ? y(x) = 0 if x 2 X l . Therefore, Q(D pp ) = Q(D nn ), where D nn corresponds to the whole set X n . Consequently, the problem can be formulated in two equivalent forms: X l = arg min Q(D pp ) ; X p = X n n X l : (3) Various cases of the optimization problem (3) were considered by Fedorov and M uller (1988) , Megreditchan (1979 Megreditchan ( , 1985 , and Shewry and Wynn (1987) .
It is convenient to illustrate the main features of (3) 
Usually l < p and, therefore, (6) is preferable to (4) from the computational point of view.
The exact solution of (6) or (4) generally requires the complete sorting out of all possible X l . This, however, is unacceptable with respect to the computational e ort for realistic values of l and n. Shewry and Wynn (1987) utilized an exchange-type algorithm which is similar to that used in a number of optimization problems in statistics (e.g., the choice of the best subset of regressors, or the construction of discrete optimal designs).
For the D-criterion the exchange algorithm is based on the following simple idea. At the s-th iteration, (a) delete the point x ? s with the least contribution to jC ll (s)j from X l (s); (b) add that point x + s from X p (s) to X ? l (s) = X l (s)?x ? s that provides the largest increment of jC ? ll (s)j = jC X ?
The iterations are continued until jC ll (s)j increases or jD pp (s)j decreases.
>From (5) and Frobenius' formula it follows that x ? s = arg max
Taking into account that fC ?1 ll (s)g ?1 ii is the variance of the forecastŷ(x i ) see (2) ] that is based on the points that remain in X l (s) makes clear that at every step (a) the point at which the response is best explained by all others points of the set X l (s) has to be removed from this set. Similarly x + s = arg min x2Xp(s) fC ?1 X ?
where the subscript xx stands for the element of the inverse matrix that corresponds to the added point. That point from X p (s) is added to X ? l (s) that is worst \explained" by the observations made at the points in X ? l (s). Because of monotony the iterative procedure (a){(b) converges, but not necessarily to the optimal separation into X p and X l . The procedure can give better results if, similar to Mitchell (1974) , multiple forward and backward exchanges or \excursions" are used.
Probably one of the simplest versions of an iterative procedure was rst proposed by Megreditchan (1979) . He only used the deleting procedure for reducing X l to the desired (prescribed) size.
Sometimes, l n (e.g., when l is the number of observing stations) and the optimization problem (6) can be solved by directly sorting out all possible X l , especially when a formula similar to (5) is used for calculating jC ll j during subsequent replacement points in X l .
For criteria di erent from D-criterion it is expedient to note that the matrix D pp see (2) ] is a submatrix of C ?1 = C ll C lp C pl C pp
If n is not very large and C ?1 can be computed, then the optimization problem (3) can be solved by the direct sorting out of all possible X l . Otherwise one has to apply the exchangetype procedure similar to (a){(b). The reader can easily foresee the probable complication when instead of xed l one has to nd optimal X l and l minimizing w 1 Q(D pp ) + w 2 R(X l ) ; where w 1 and w 2 are some weights and R(X l ) are the costs of observations based on X l .
Best supporting set
Let fx 1 ; : : : ; x l g = X l X, where X is compact, and points fx 1 ; : : : ; x p g = X p are xed (they correspond to the points x l+1 ; : : :; x l+p from the previous sections).
One has to nd X l X providing the \best" forecast of y p = fy(x 1 ); :::; y(x p )g T . According to (2) , one has to search for X l = arg min
where D pp (X l ) = C pp ? C T p (X l )C ?1 (X l )C p (X l ), C p (X l ) = C lp , C(X l ) = C ll . When p l and X p X then (7) has the obvious solution: X l X p , i.e., an optimal design has to include all points from X p . The straightforward minimization in (7) can be cumbersome (usually Q D pp (X l )] is multimodal and the dimension of the problem is equal to l dimX). The exchange-type algorithms (see, e.g., Fedorov and M uller (1988) and the previous section) can be a reasonable alternative.
Parametric Trend
Let y(x) = f T (x) + u(x) ; (8) where the random eld u(x) satis es the same assumption which hold for y(x) in the previous sections, f(x) is a m-vector of known functions, and is a corresponding vector of parameters to be estimated. Then the best linear unbiased estimator is equal to see, e.g., Ripley (1983, chp. 4.4) , Fedorov (1989) 
Varf^ g = M ?1 (X l )
If the trend is of interest then X l = arg min
and the design problem looks quite similar to the classical design theory problem, where the information matrix M(X l ) is also the main object to cope with. To optimize interpolation (extrapolation) one has to nd X l = arg min
Comparison with (3) or (4) shows that in (12) we have an additional term that is related to the trend: T p (X l )M ?1 (X l ) p (X l ). Frequently it is the dominative term. The numerical construction of optimal designs for (11) and (12) is still a foggy problem. Similar to the previous sections, exchange-type algorithms can be used to construct reasonable good designs. Some useful formulas for that can be found in Brimkulov et al. (1986, chp. 4) . For instance, the following recursion relation essentially simpli es the numerical algorithm:
where X l+1 = X l + x,
can use in the exchange algorithm based on the following recursion formula to include new points into the supporting set: (14) and subsequently x l+1 = arg max x2X (x)' T l (x)M ?1 (X l )' l (x) : (15) A similar relation can be used for the deleting procedure. Some matrix algebra see also (1) and (2) ; where x 2 X l , and (x; x i ) = 1 if x = x i and 0 otherwise. Because of this fact, (15) does not admit any x 2 X l as a candidate for being added again to X l , e.g., (x)' T l (x)M ?1 (X l )' l (x) 0 for all x 2 X l . Thus, only one measurement can be taken from any point (only one sensor can be located at any point). This corresponds to the fact that if a random eld u(x) has a continuous covariance structure and x ! x 0 , observations both in x and x 0 cannot contain more information than that in x alone.
Unfortunately, there are no results on the convergence to the optimal design of the iterative procedures based on (14) and (15) albeit some empirical con rmations that it usually leads to a signi cant improvement of the starting (initial) design.
Asymptotically Optimal Sampling Designs
When the number of available observations becomes reasonably large it is natural (compare the \continuous design" concept in traditional experimental design theory) to describe the location of observation points, i.e., the set X l , by some distribution function (dx).
This idea was extensively used in a good cluster of publications initiated by Sacks and Ylvisaker (1966 , 1970a , 1970b . The survey paper by Cambanis (1985) summarizes and illustrates various results and can be useful for readers who strive for details and bibliography.
Sampling designs, de nitions
There are various sampling schemes which can correspond to the same distribution (dx), x 2 X:
Deterministic sampling schemes
In these schemes it is assumed that the set X l generated by (dx) is the same for measuring of all realizations of random eld. For instance, (dx) can describe the location of observation stations in the optimal monitoring network problem Fedorov (1989) ].
To give an impression of possible schemes let us consider a one-dimensional case (X R, X = a; b]). A sequence X n = fx i g n 1 with R x i a (dx) = i?1 n?1 is called regular deterministic sampling.
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It is clear that other schemes can easily be introduced, for instance, X n = fx i g n 1 with
2n . This scheme is called median sampling. Of course, multidimensional cases admit more varieties of deterministic sampling, fortunately usually leading to the same asymptotic results. In the observation network setup it is usually assumed that the integral Z X (dx) = n Z X dx de nes the number of observation points (stations, sensor locations) located at the area X. It should be noted that the choice of X may cause an additional problem: n has to be integer. A way to cope with this problem is rst to x n (e.g., to set n 1) and to choose then appropriate areas X.
Simple random sampling
Here, every j-th realization of a set of n observations is taken at the points fx ij g n 1 which
are chosen independently at random according to a distribution (dx). Usually, the simple random sampling scheme leads to the most simple asymptotical results. This scheme is also the most convenient in the multidimensional case.
Strati ed sampling
In strati ed sampling the set X is partitioned in a prescribed number of subsets. Usually the number of subsets is n and
The locations of observation point(s) is independently generated by some \local" distribution for every n i . Usually it is a \normalized piece" of (dx).
Systematic sampling
It also assumes the strati cation of X but only at n 1 the location of the observation point is x 1 is generated by \local" distribution and subsequent points x i (i = 2; : : : ; n) are chosen from n i according to some deterministic procedure depending upon x 1 (e.g., location x i in n i is homologous to x from n 1 ).
Parameter estimation, regular sampling
In this section the regression model (8) 
will be considered, where '(x) is a continuous function on X. Moreover, we will only deal with time series, i.e., X is a time interval.
Let X n = f0 x 1 < : : : < x n 1g, then for the best linear unbiased estimator see (9) ]:
where M(X n ) = P n i;j=1 f(x i )C ?1 ij (X n )f(x j ) and Y n = P n i;j=1 f(x i )C ?1 ij (X n )y(x j ). If observations are available over the entire interval X, then see, e.g., Cambanis (1985) ]
Let (dx) have a continuous derivative p(x) > 0, x 2 X, and let X n be the regular sampling generated by p(x), then
When C(X) is smooth and C(x; x 0 ) has continuous (k; k) mixed partial derivatives, then
If additionally these derivatives are smooth of the diagonal X X, then
In other words, the smoother C(x; x 0 ) is, the closer is M(X n ) to M(X). This assertion becomes clear, if one considers M(X n ) as a quadrature formula for the approximation of the integral (19) see also Sacks and Ylvisaker (1970b) , Cambanis (1985) ].
Under some further regularity conditions the rate of convergence is described by the following formula n 2k+2 " 2 n ! q k
where k (x) = C k;k+1 (x; x ? 0) ? C k;k+1 (x; x + 0) ; superscripts mean the corresponding derivatives, q k = jB 2k+2 j=(2k + 2)!, and B m is the m-th Bernoulli number.
>From (21) follows that regular samplings generated by
are asymptotically optimal and for them:
Multiple regression
The case when f(x), '(x), and are m-vectors was considered in details by Ylvisaker (1968, 1970) for the regular sampling and one-dimensional X. Similar to the previous section the main problem consists of nding the discrepancy between M(X) and M(X n ) (now they are m m matrices). The complication comes from the fact that similar to the classical design problem various optimality criteria (M) generate various optimal densities p (x). The density p D (x) minimizing as n ! 1 jM ?1 (X n )j ? jM ?1 (X)j inf Xn jM ?1 (X n )j ? jM ?1 (X)j] ; (M) = jMj ; is called asymptotically D-optimal. It was found that
For linear criteria (M) = tr AM ?1 ; A > 0 ; the regular asymptotically optimal sampling generated by
For those who are familiar with the theory of optimal design for models with independent observations Fedorov (1972) ] formulas (24) and (25) Formally, the random eld with the covariance structure satisfying (26) may be generated (but not only) by the regression model with in nite number of random regression parameters with zero observation errors:
j ' (x i ); i = 1; : : : ; n; j = 1; : : : ; q; (27) with E f j g = 0, E f j j 0 g = jj 0 . Model (27) can be considered as a special case of the intensively studied regression model with random coe cients|or second kind regression model see, e. Let X n = fx 1 ; : : :; x n g and X n X. If in (26) , starting from some > m, all = 0, i.e., the covariance kernel is singular, then for any supporting set X n (n m) with a regular information matrix
the exact parameters j from (27) can be found:
and y j (x) can be predicted exactly at any x 2 X.
(a) If M(X n ) is singular (usually this occurs when n < m and, of course, always when m = 1), then (30) can be used with ' 1 (x) which is the subvector that comprises only the n rst eigenfunctions from (26) . The direct calculations lead to y j (x) ?ŷ j (x) = y j (x) ?^ 1j ' 1 (x) = ' T 2 (x) ? ' T 1 (x)M ?1 11 (X n )M 12 (X n )] 2j ; (31) where ' 2 (x) corresponds to (m ?n) eigenfunctions not included in ' 1 (x), 1j and 2j are the corresponding parts of j , M 11 (X n ) = P n i=1 ' 1 (x i )' T 1 (x i ) and M 12 (X n ) = P n i=1 ' 1 (x i )' T 2 (x i ). (b) To make use of the information on and ' (x) with > n a more complicated but usually more e cient estimator can be derived from (29) is the best linear unbiased estimator; here, expectation is taken both over j and " ij . Some matrix calculus leads to the following limit relations: y j (x) = lim 2 !0ỹ j (x; 2 ) = lim 2 !0 ' T (x)~ j ( 2 ) (32) = C(x; X n )C ?1 (X n )y j (X n ) ; lim 2 !0 E f ỹ j (x; 2 ) ? y j (x)] 2 g = C(x) ? C(x; X n )C ?1 (X n )C T (x; X n ) where C(X n ) = F T (X n ) F(X n ) , C(x; X n ) = ' T (x) F(X n ) , and C(x) = ' T (x) '(x), with F i (X n ) = ' (x i ) for x i 2 X n .
Comparison of (32) with (1) and (2) demonstrates once more that the use of second kind regression models can help in understanding of various results for random elds.
It should be noted that the estimator that is described by (32) can also be obtained from y j (x) = ' T (x)~ j to be~ j = arg min 2 j T ?1 ; (33) with j = f : j = arg min P n i=1 y ij ? ' T (x i ) ] 2 g; cf., for instance, Section 4a.11 of Rao (1973).
Estimation of integrals
This problem was studied in many publications; the most recent ones are probably Micchelli and Wahba (1981), Schoenfelder and Cambanis (1982) , and Cambanis (1985) . In this section the problem is considered in the framework of the previous section. Let Q(X n ) = E f Z X y j (x) ?ŷ j (x)] 2 dxg :
(34) >From (27) , (28) , and (31) immediately follows that in case (a) of Section 4.1 Q a (X n ) = T 2 2 + tr M ?2 11 (X n )M 12 (X n ) M 21 (X n ) = T 2 2 + ( 2 ; X n ) ; (35) where T 2 = ( 1=2 n+1 ; : : :; 1=2 m ), = 2 , , > n, and it is assumed that the number of nonzero eigenvalues in (27) is nite. It is clear that min Xn Q a (X n ) T 2 2 : This inequality gives a new explanation of Theorem 1 by Micchelli and Wahba (1981) , who prove that T n n is the lower bound of criterion (34) for any linear estimatorŷ(x) and any design X n , but \it is not known whether or not this lower bound can be achieved". Formula (35) helps to clarify the situation. If there exists a set X n = arg min Xn ( 2 ; X n ) (36) such that ( 2 ; X n ) = 0 (37) the cited theorem can naturally be justi ed. Condition (36) can be achieved if, for instance, a set X n exists where the vector function ' 1 (x) is orthogonal to ' 2 (x), i.e., M 12 (X n ) = 0. Of course, (31) and (36) are closely related to the classical approximation theory. In case (b) of Section 4.1
It can be shown that Q b (X n ) Q a (X n ) with equality in all cases where n = m and F(X n ) of full rank.
Observations with random errors
The previous results can be generalized to the case when y ij include observational errors see (28) ]:
where the errors " ij satisfy the assumptions stated in the context of (28) . Calculations similar to (31){(35) lead to Q(X n ) = T 2 2 + ( 2 ; X n ) + 2 tr M ?1 11 (X n ) : (39) The minimization of (39) reminds of the problems considered in the experimental design theory for nonadequate models see, e.g., Box and Draper (1963) , Karson, Manson, and Hader (1969) ]. In cases when ( 2 ; X n ) can be neglected the minimization of (39) becomes an optimization problem from experimental design theory. It was found by Fedorov and M uller (1988) that when the observed eld is generated by (38) with a nal number of j (i.e., = 1; : : :; m) then the exchange type algorithms known in the convex design theory will coincide with the algorithm discussed in Section 2.2. Of course, in the framework of sampling experiments repeated observations of the same realization y(x) are not admitted and experimental designs with bounded density of supporting points have to be used see, e.g., Fedorov (1989) ].
Unknown Covariance Structure
All results presented in the previous sections have essentially used the fact that a covariance function C(x; x 0 ) or a covariance matrix C(X n ) is a priori known. There are two main approaches to evaluate the covariance structure.
Repeated observations
In many situations repeated observations on a set X n are possible. Meteorology provides the most typical examples for that see, e.g., Megreditchan (1979 Megreditchan ( , 1985 ].
Having repeated observations at every point of X n one can directly estimate C(X n ). If a process is stationary in time at every point x 2 X n then one can use, for instance, the traditional estimatorĈ (X n ) = k ?1 k X j=1 y j y T j : (40) Similar to Section 2, E fy j g = 0 is assumed in (40).
A usual recommendation for the practitioner is to substitute C(X n ) byĈ(X n ). Immediately, the problem of stability or robustness of optimization problems (3), (4), and (6) is arising. It is useful to emphasize again that one can choose optimal design X l (optimal sites, sampler locations, etc.) only from points where the previous observations are available. Therefore, the optimization problem (7) is beyond the scope of the considered approach. Of course, all asymptotical results mentioned in Section 3 desperately demand more detailed information than that provided by (40).
Along with the recommendation to substitute true values by their estimates there exists a more natural approach leading to computational procedures based on the familiar algorithms developed for the best model choice in the traditional regression analysis.
>From the de nition it follows that the best linear unbiased estimatorŷ p see (1) 
13 Thus (42) and (43) con rm the previously expressed recommendations about substituting the \true" matrices by their direct estimates.
It is interesting to point out that, after substituting true matrices by their estimates, the iterative procedure (a){(b) from Section 2.2 can be reformulated in the following way that probably will appeal to many practitioners see Fedorov and M uller (1989) 
(a) Remove that point x ? s from the set X l (s) at which the observation is best explained by the observations at all other points of X l (s):
x ? s = arg min x + s = arg max
The deleting procedure (44) was used by Megreditchan (1985) to rank the \informative-ness" of metereological stations. His procedure starts with X l (s = 0) = X n .
The application of (45){(46) allows to use the well-developed methods of traditional regression analysis such as stepwise procedures or leap-and-bound algorithms see, e.g., Seber (1977) ] to avoid direct inversion of matrixĈ ll (s) which can be large and ill-conditioned. Nevertheless, it has to be emphasized that these methods should be applied precautiously. They are not linear (do not provide linear estimators); therefore, the assertion thatb minimizes any quadratic form L TV (b)L see the comment to (43)] is not generally true. Of course, this remark is of greater importance for theory than for a practitioner. One can easily predict further complications in tackling the optimization problem (4) .
Concluding this section, it should be emphasized that the set X n can only contain points (observing sites) where are series of previous observations. So no new \candidates" are admitted to the discussed approach.
Parametric estimation of a covariance function
For the design problem de ned by (7) or for any design problem considered in Section 3 the covariance function C(x; x 0 ) has to be known at every x 2 X. And an experimenter is forced to approximate it using the nite number of available observations. To get the admissible approximation one needs to make various assumptions on the structure of C(x; x 0 ) see Ripley (1983, chp. 2) ].
For instance, C(x; x 0 ) is assumed to be homogeneous, i.e., it depends only on the vector u = x ? x 0 . More frequently it is assumed that C(x; x 0 ) is isotropic, i. More details on the properties of the covariance functions and the parametric functions that can be used for the approximation can be found in Ripley (1983, chp. 2).
There exist experimental situations, where only the discussed approach can be used. Probably most of them are studied in geostatistics where only a single realization of the random eld is available for observation (it could be a eld of the concentration of some mineral). The methodology for these situations was mainly developed in the frame of \kriging methods" see Matheron (1973) , Journal and Huijbregts (1978) ].
The idea of estimation of a covariance function is based on (a) its parameterization C(r; ); (b) selecting or collecting of site-pairs with the (appoximately) same distance r to have the \observed" valuesC(r i ); (c) estimation of parameters by the least square method or by a similar approach.
Comparative analysis of the linear interpolators and the kriging estimators are given by Ripley (1983, chp. 4) and by Fedorov (1989).
Fields generated by regression models with random parameters
The life of practitioner becomes easier if he believes that the observed eld is generated (or can be appoximated) by a regression model (28) . Well-developed methods exist for estimating the covariance matrix and the variance (if there are observational errors) 2 . A comprehensive survey of them is given by Spj tvoll (1977) . It is clear that similar to Sections 1 and 2 one can recommend to useĈ(x; x 0 ) as a substitution of C(x; x 0 ) through all the results of Section 4.
Moving regression
The most sceptical practitioner may probably consider all estimation procedures presented above as sophisticated versions of the weighted averagê
or the moving regression predictors. In the case of moving regression, in the vicinity of x the locally linear regression model is used for the surface approximation: The optimal location problem is now transformed into that of minimizing the average variance of the predicted valuesŷ(x j ), j = 1; : : : ; p:
where n = fx 1 ; : : :; x n g, d(x j ; n ) = l T M ?1 (x j ; n )l, M(x j ; n ) = n ?1
, and l T = (1; 0; : : : ; 0). The optimization problem (54) can be imbedded in the standard experimental design theory, and numerical algorithms considered by Fedorov (1989) can provide reasonable approximate solutions of (54).
Conclusions
In experiments where the dimension of the observation space is greater than one, we distinguish two cases: spatial sampling time series sampling In the case of time series sampling the nature of time causes that we cannot sample in random order, but have to sample at times t 1 < : : : < t n .
However, in most practical situations { in meteorology, environmental studies, and others { observations are taken simultaneously. Also for the methods discussed in this paper, time is not essential. In situations where the dynamics of the eld is crucial for a particular study, the optimal timing of observations can improve considerably the accuracy of the results see Bensoussan (1972) ]. Such experiments are based typically on \physical" models that are derived from behavioral di erential equations so that the response function is not known explicitly; the models often are nonlinear in the parameters. Such problems are scarcely treated by studies known to the authors. Experiments of this kind also demand special methods that are beyond the scope of our survey.
In many technological experiments measurements are taken sequentially in time. To avoid systematic e ects of time-trends randomization of observation points fx 1 ; : : : ; x l g can be recommended. People follow the same idea since the very beginning of experimental design history. This randomization can be combined with any type of sampling discussed in Section 3.1.
According to our opinion the approaches discussed in Sections 2 and 3 are mathematically most developed while methods treated in other sections are still in an early stage of research. We think that unlike the convex optimal experimental design theory the popular D-criterion is less important in optimal sampling than the linear criteria that are well suited for forecasting and evaluation (over space and/or time) averaged values.
It is clear that the quality of estimation of the variance-covariance structure is crucial both for prediction and for experimental design. The author failed to trace any well-promoted results on the evaluation of the e ect of substituting C(x; x 0 ) byĈ(x; x 0 ).
For data analysis some constructive comments can be found in Armstrong (1984) . A sensitivity analysis examining how estimates will change for small perturbations in the variancecovariance structure was done by Warnes (1986) . This, however, is a numerical analysis of the stability of the best linear unbiased estimator in the frame of the kriging method rather than a statistical analysis of the corresponding estimator which, for instance, must determine the increase of the estimator variance or the appearance of a nonzero bias.
Asymptotical properties of unbiased linear predictors of a random eld with a misspeci ed covariance function were studied by Stein (1988) . It is proved that kriging type estimators are asymptotically e cient under mild conditions as n tends to in nity; here, n is the number of observing points, but does not include points where the prediction is made. Unfortunately, the stability of optimal asymptotical locations (see Section 3) has not been investigated.
